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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 2009 - 2014

REPORT on EU-Myanmar Task Force - 13-15 November 2013
as endorsed by the European Parliament ad hoc delegation
under the chairmanship of Vice-President Isabelle Durant

General considerations

A productive Task Force supporting Myanmar in its historical democratisation process, and the
planning for the necessary and urgent economic and political reforms. The Myanmar government
hailed the event as 'historical' and 'strengthening EU/Myanmar relations'.

Active sharing of experiences took place between MEPs, representatives of Myanmar Parliament
including the Speaker of both Houses, MPs, the Government representatives, opposition leader Daw
Aung San Suu Kyi (ASSK) and Myanmar and European civil society organisations.

Myanmar President U Thei Sein and the Minister U Soe Thane said that they were proud of the
achievements and the results of the hard work in the last 2.5 years. At the same time they asked for
patience as '50 years of stagnation and isolation' could not be overcome overnight, although they
would like to. They acknowledged that Myanmar would not be perfect in two years or even in 10.
Most importantly, however, they repeated their commitment to 'work towards a free democracy'
and to continue 'moving forward decisively'.

HR Ashton described as purpose of the TF to bring together economics and politics and to pull these
two strands together with a cohesive sense of direction. Strong political reform, rule of law and a
transformation into a strong democracy are all important parts of enhancing economic growth and
development, sustainability and stability of a nation. She referred to the TF as an occasion of both
celebration and expectation.
The Members, as well as the HRVP and three other EU Commissioners, expressed a strong
commitment on their part and pledged to form a strong partnership with Myanmar in building her
capacities to democratic reforms.

During the Inter-Parliamentary Session of the Task Force a Partnership Declaration was signed by the
European Parliament Vice President Isabelle Durant and the Deputy Speakers of the Lower and Upper
Houses and witnessed by the Speaker of the Myanmar Parliament Thura Shwe Mann providing a
framework for future support from the European Parliament to the capacities of the Myanmar
Parliament.

For the Myanmar Ministry of Foreign Affairs organising the large scale event with a few hundred
international delegates, and required logistics was a major task. Moreover, the Ministry still has
very limited experience of organising large scale international events. The event, now that it has
been organised, will turn out to be an excellent rehearsal for the Ministry in the view of next year's
ASEAN Chair and the two ASEAN Summits the government of Myanmar will have to organise in
2014.
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The three fora of Thursday 14 November (Yangon)

Business Forum
Chairs: U Tin Naing Thein, Minister in the President's Office and EC VP Commissioner Antonio Tajani

The Minister invited more investment from the EU to fulfil the potential of the economic
development of the country. He also suggested that the EU could assist Myanmar in creating a
favourable investment climate.

In his opening MEP David Martin reported that the EP quickly agreed on granting Myanmar GSP
trade preferences. He called for responsible development and emphasized that it is the
responsibility and obligation of European investors to make sure that OECD/UN Guidelines to labour
rights and corporate social responsibility are applied also to their operations in Myanmar. He
concluded that as a preference the EU still targets to have a region wide free trade agreement with
ASEAN.

Commission VP Antonio Tajani listed priorities for Myanmar: business & investment climate, public
investment, attracting private investors, business climate to promote SME development, make full
use of EU-Myanmar cooperation potential, and to make sure that Myanmar and EU become
privileged partners. Over 100 other and representatives of business associations attended the
discussions.

The civil society speakers complemented the overall picture by sharing practical experiences and
also stressed that the 60 million people are the real wealth of Myanmar, and not just minerals,
timber, hydropower or other natural resources. They also demanded that progress has to be
equitable so that everyone would have the right to be healthy, educated and to enjoy a decent
standard of living. Market economy is not sufficient; there is a need for accountability and equitable
progress. It is not just about GNP, but about human development.

Civil Society Forum
Chair: Stavros Lambrinidis, EUSR for Human Rights

The civil society forum got together 60 MPs, journalists, HR activists, NGOs and also included ASSK
and the Head of the Peace Centre. The discussion was held in a good and mature atmosphere. Civil
society organisations criticism was constructive and helping to move the discussion forward.

VP Isabelle Durant suggested that it is not a prerequisite to define the term 'civil society' precisely.
She also said that civil society should work with politicians to get their voice heard. She reminded
that by doing so, the role of the civil society is to be critical.

The civil society representatives suggested that the most urgent issues to address included land
grabbing, fight against poverty and demilitarisation of police and developing democratic institutions.
It was also argued that constitutional changes would be necessary to solidify democracy. While there
was an agreement on the principle to change the constitution, there were different views on the
timing and the changes needed. It was also said that a mind change would be as important as
legal/constitutional changes.

It was agreed that there is a lack of capacity on democracy both in the government and in the civil
society. Freeing of media was welcome, but it was said that new media outlets should come to the
scene with no links to the government. Furthermore, journalists would need more training. The
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situation of women in the Rakhine State raised concerns as domestic violence and rapes often go
with impunity.

Development Forum
Co-Chairs: Dr Kan Zaw, Minister for National Planning and Economic Development and EC
Commissioner for Development Andris Piebalgs (Development Forum)

MEP Robert Goebbels reminded that Myanmar is the home to a large number of different ethnic
groups. He said that all ethnicities must be fully taken on board in the development and benefit from
aid as they represent the spirit of the country. He also pointed out that workers from the developing
nations living abroad send every year twice as much money back home (remittances) as what the
international community is spending in official development aid. He insisted that all the countries
which have been able to develop their economy have done this mainly through foreign direct
investments and through exportations. He therefore pleaded for more free and fair trade. He paid
tribute to Commissioner Piebalgs for having kept his promises as well as the EIB regarding political
inclusion/ inclusiveness.

Aung Sang Suu Kyi called for inclusive development for all. She said that political development has
direct impact on economic and social development. More specifically ASSK stressed that
constitutional reforms are a crucial part of development. She also called for all people to have access
to basic health and education and spoke in support of a federal political system.

Development Commissioner Piebalgs reconfirmed and reiterated the focus of the EU's plans for
supporting Myanmar's development - rural development, education, governance and support to
peace building - indicating that EU support could increase up to € 90 million per year (2014-2020).
Although the EU is the largest donor in the world, ODA for Myanmar is amongst the very lowest. EU
aid will be done in coordination with Member States and other donors, and in harmony with the
government’s own plans. Support to civil society will go towards monitoring of reforms and
transition, addressing discrimination (ethnic tensions) and domestic observation of the electoral
cycle.

Civil society asked to focus on the following development priorities: poverty reduction (especially in
the rural areas), establishing socio-political and economic systems which promote human dignity,
supporting for the peace process and harmonization of the society, uplifting people's living
standards, improving food security, investing in infrastructure development and good governance.
Civil society representatives also asked, if and how grass-roots development would continue to be
funded by the EU.

The Inter-Parliamentary Session of Friday 15 November (Nay Pyi Taw)

a) Under the subtitle “Building a strong parliament for a modern democracy”, this session was
focusing on two main topics:

 Reconciliation, transition to democracy and federalism
 Effective and representative parliament

The idea leading this session was to establish a dialogue as meaningful and structured as possible -
not just a conversation about democracy in general but a practical exchange on the challenges of a
well-functioning legislative and its work in the transition process.

The session was attended by around 18 MPs (amongst which were 6 MPs who had already visited
the EP in September 2013) representing all the political parties in both the Lower and the Upper
House, and 5 MEPs – VP Durant, MEPs Jeggle, Preda, Sógor and Martin.
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The session was opened by the Speaker of the National Parliament Thura Shwe Mann who also
witnessed the solemn signing procedure of the “Parliamentary Partnership Declaration”, which
preceded the actual discussions. This declaration was signed by VP Durant and the Deputy Speakers
U Mya Nein for the Amyotha Hluttaw and U Nanda Kyaw Swa for the Pyidangsu Hluttaw.

The “Declaration” (attached) stipulates that the concerned parliaments will build a strong
institutional partnership and support each other in strengthening their capacities. Activities covering
strategic advice, technical cooperation, training, study events as well as exchange programmes will
be organised during 2014 and 2015 in both Brussels and Myanmar.

b) In his opening words, Speaker Shwe Mann spoke out in favour of constitutional change as
progress in strengthening unity, reconciliation, rule of law and peace would require that. A better
democracy would also be stimulated by moving towards a federal system as a form of
decentralisation, and allowing power-sharing at ground level would be unavoidable. He emphasized
also the need to enhance the capacity of individual MPs and the Institution as a whole and, in this
regard, he strongly welcomed the Partnership Declaration and the cooperation with the EP.

VP Durant effectively chaired the entire session after the departure of the Speaker and spoke about
the necessity of a full parliamentary democracy with its constant attention for improvements and
adjustments to a changing society. The core task of parliaments remained but new technologies and
the emergence of civil society required a dynamic attitude. The opposition should be given full
rights to act constructively, and particularly during a transition period, both majority and
opposition should strive for a consensual approach regarding the strategic challenges.

MEP Preda gave a personal account of how the transition process in Rumania had developed and
underlined that its violent character had made this all the more complex. Reform had taken a very
long time as impunity, reconciliation, administrative reforms and a common interpretation of the
past had shown to be very difficult questions. He drew attention to the important role which had
been played by the external assistance.

MEP Sógor also used his personal experience as a representative of the Hungarian minority in
Rumania to clarify the difficulties which minorities, be they ethnic or religious, experienced in
general in many countries and how the EU had offered a different platform to these minorities once
Rumania had become a new member state. He explained that countries with a federal system were
better off as they allowed some autonomy to minorities. The slogan of the EU “United in diversity”
was a good description for that approach. After a long intervention of MP U Htong Uo talking about
multiparty practice in Myanmar, the functioning of the Lower House and the difficulties involved in
the legislative process, he requested assistance to strengthen the capacities of the MPs.

MP Aung San Suu Kyi (ASSK) expressed her joy that, for the first time, changing the Constitution had
been mentioned in a parliamentary discussion. She spoke at length about the need to address not
only technical capacity issues, but notably also the culture of democracy. Democracy, she said, was
not just government but the whole of the executive parliament and the judiciary. The latter was
particularly problematic in her view. She emphasized the need to focus on the institutional interest
of the parliament and the importance of diversity. Democracy was not a perfect system and would
never satisfy all and everyone, but the right to differ was best protected in a democratic system.
Only this would enable a quality debate which in turn would help make better decisions. In her
experience, the major challenge would be to develop a strong and professional secretariat of the
parliament. Only a non-partisan and experienced staff would be able to guide and assist MPs in
their function. In this regard, she strongly welcomed the capacity assistance of the EP.
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MEP Jeggle spoke about her work as an MEP and the need to communicate and represent her
electorate and constituency. She gave concrete examples of how she had developed these links.

MEP Martin gave a personal account of how the EP had been involved in influencing EU Treaties and
how, on each occasion, it had managed to strengthen its role in the EU governance. In reaction to
ASSK, he explained how, in the UK, a system of devolution had developed allowing for greater
autonomy for regions like Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland. In his presentation, he also gave an
extensive overview of the importance of corporate social responsibility and the relations between
parliamentarians and business, trade unions and C.S.O. representatives.

Several other MPs of Myanmar intervened allowing VP Durant to draw attention in her concluding
remarks to:

 the complexities of the transition process and the fundamental role for parliaments to play
 the concept of the federal state and the need for all citizens and regions to feel represented

and protected
 the need for a constitutional change but drawing attention to the various systems and

modalities as well as outlining that the implementation of the constitution was sometimes
more relevant than the literal text

 the culture of democracy and the need to accept that this would not only take time to
develop but would also require respect for its dynamic character

 the richness which diversity could contribute to the society and its unity

VP Durant agreed with the vital role which the professional secretariat could play in the
parliament and promised EP support in this regard.

c) Upon the invitation of HR Ashton, VP Durant repeated these conclusions to the political session on
15 November in presenting an overview of the debates in the Interparliamentary session. She also
added that for the elections in 2015, the EU might offer an Election Observation Mission if this
would be requested by Myanmar.

d) After the TF, the MEPs issued a press release (see annex). It was significant that during the TF, the
government decided to release 69 political prisoners and reiterated its promise to release all
remaining political prisoners before the end of this year.

e) In meetings on Saturday morning, 16 November, VP Durant had two separate discussions with
representatives of over a dozen C.S.O. and journalists to explain the overall purpose of the TF and in
particular the role of parliaments in the transition process.

EP DELEGATION:
EP Members: VP DURANT, JEGGLE, PREDA, SOGOR, MARTIN, GOEBBELS
President's Private Office: STUTZMANN
Secretariat: TOORNSTRA, CANTELL
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Press Information, 15.11.2013

MEPs visiting Myanmar strongly support the democratisation process

"Democratic transition cannot be solely centred around economic opportunities
and business interests. It is both in the interest of EU corporations and of our
Myanmar counterparts to honour existing agreements calling for major corporate
social responsibility," Isabelle Durant (Greens/EFA, BE), Vice-President of the
European Parliament, said today, following a meeting of the EU – Myanmar Task
Force in Myanmar. The Task Force gather different actors engaged in the
democratisation process.

At the inter-parliamentary session Vice-President Durant and other MEPs on the delegation drew
on their own national experiences and emphasized the need for inclusiveness, reconciliation and
fair sharing of resources.

"Democracy must deliver in the interest of the people and take into account the legitimate concerns
of all stakeholders of society, notably the respect of human and minority rights as well as equitable
development. It is the role of parliamentarians, through continuous commitment, to ensure such
representation," Vice-President Durant emphasised. The European Parliament and the Parliament
of Myanmar signed a Partnership agreement to foster their inter-parliamentary cooperation, share
best practices and enhance technical capacities.

"The discussions and exchanges of the last two days have shown a broad and clear commitment
to the democratisation process. I leave Myanmar with good hope. The present encouraging signals
lead us to have even higher expectations on the way to the 2015 elections. The road might still be
a long and bumpy one, but the EU and Myanmar are partners on this journey," Isabelle Durant
concluded. Although the democratisation process is still a top-down process, it could generate a
tremendous positive influence on the region as a whole, the EP delegation stressed.

A six-member delegation of the European Parliament, led by Vice-President Isabelle DURANT
(Greens/EFA, BE) and including Elisabeth JEGGLE (EPP, DE), Cristian Dan PREDA (EPP, RO),
Csaba SOGOR (EPP, RO), Robert GOEBBELS (S&D, LU) and David MARTIN (S&D, UK), took
actively part in the EU-Myanmar Task Force in Yangon and Nay Pyi Taw from 13-15 November
2013.

The task force brought together decision makers, business leaders and investors as well as
representatives of civil society,”a fundamental pillar of any democratisation process” according to
MEPs. The dialogue focused on political relations, most specifically parliamentary interaction,
economics and investments, as well as cooperation and development.
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Les députés qui se sont rendus au Myanmar soutiennent fermement le
processus de démocratisation

"La transition démocratique ne peut pas uniquement se concentrer sur les
possibilités économiques et les intérêts des entreprises. Il est dans l'intérêt
des firmes européennes et de nos homologues du Myanmar d'honorer les
accords existants qui demandent une forte responsabilité sociale des
entreprises", a affirmé Isabelle Durant (Verts/ALE, BE), vice-présidente du
Parlement européen, ce vendredi, suite à une réunion du groupe de travail
UE-Myanmar, organisée au Myanmar. Le groupe de travail a rassemblé
différents acteurs impliqués dans le processus de démocratisation.

Lors de la session interparlementaire, Mme Durant et d'autres députés ont apporté leurs propres
expériences nationales et ont souligné que les principes d'inclusion, la réconciliation et le partage
équitable des ressources étaient nécessaires.

"La démocratie doit servir les intérêts des citoyens et prendre en compte les préoccupations
légitimes de tous les acteurs de la société, notamment en ce qui concerne le respect des droits de
l'homme, les droits des minorités et le développement équitable. Ce sont les députés qui doivent
assurer une telle représentation, par des engagements permanents", a précisé la vice-présidente.
Le Parlement européen et le Parlement du Myanmar ont signé un accord de partenariat afin de
promouvoir la coopération interparlementaire, de partager les meilleures pratiques et de renforcer
les capacités techniques.

"Les débats et les échanges de ces deux derniers jours ont montré que l'engagement envers le
processus de démocratisation était ferme et clair. C'est avec bon espoir que je quitte le Myanmar.
Les signes encourageants actuels augmentent même nos attentes pour les élections de 2015. Le
chemin à parcourir sera peut-être encore long et difficile, mais l'UE et le Myanmar sont des
compagnons de route dans ce voyage", a conclu Isabelle Durant. Bien que le processus de
démocratisation reste un processus descendant, il pourrait générer une influence réellement
positive dans l'ensemble de la région, a souligné la délégation du Parlement.

Une délégation de six membres du Parlement européen, menée par la vice-présidente Isabelle
DURANT (Verts/ALE, BE) et composée d'Elisabeth JEGGLE (PPE, DE), Cristian Dan PREDA
(PPE, RO), Csaba SOGOR (PPE, RO), Robert GOEBBELS (S&D, LU) et David MARTIN (S&D,
UK), a activement pris part au groupe de travail UE-Myanmar à Yangon et Nay Pyi Taw du 13 au
15 novembre 2013.

La réunion a rassemblé des décideurs politiques, des dirigeants d'entreprises, des investisseurs
ainsi que des représentants de la société civile, "un pilier fondamental de tout processus de
démocratisation" selon les députés. Les discussions se sont concentrées sur les relations
politiques, en particulier l'interaction parlementaire, l'économie, les investissements, la coopération
et le développement.
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